Bobbin lace is a fibre art form in which intricate and delicate patterns are created by the braiding together of many threads. An overview of how bobbin lace is made is presented and illustrated with a simple bookmark design. Previous research into the mathematical analysis and systematic representation of bobbin lace is discussed. A new mathematical model is presented that supports the enumeration and generation of bobbin lace patterns using an intelligent combinatorial search. Results of this new approach are presented and, by comparison to existing bobbin lace patterns, it is demonstrated that this new model reveals patterns that have never been seen before. Finally, we apply our results to a new bookmark design and propose future areas for exploration.
Introduction
There are many ways to create lace by hand. Some are still commonly practiced in homes today, such as crocheting, knitting and tatting, but there are many rarer forms such as the drawn and cut thread style of Hardanger, the layered embroidery approach of Carrickmacross or the subject of this paper, bobbin lace. Bobbin lace is made by braiding threads together, sometimes as many as several hundred.
It has a long history in Europe and England. Believed to have developed from passementerie, the art of ornamental braiding, it evolved into its current form during the last half of the 15th and first half of the 16th centuries. Throughout its history, bobbin lace has been used to create delicate and complex designs with applications including furniture trimmings and coverings (table cloths, bed spreads, skirts, doilies), religious ornaments (altar cloths, robe overlays) and many articles of fashion (shawls, collars, inserts and edgings). The fortunes of hand made lace have been subject to the dictates of fashion, war and technology.
In the 18th century it was as valuable as gold and supported a thriving industry employing primarily impoverished women and girls. In the 19th century, stiff competition from machine made copies drove down the price and led to a simplification of designs. After World War I, fashions and the expectations of women in the work force changed. Hand made bobbin lace production as an industry ceased completely and was relegated to the status of hobby craft while machine made lace was primarily used for curtains. Interest in reviving the craft started in the 1970's and initially focused on the simple designs produced in the 19th century. Over the past 20 years, interest has started to turn toward the more advanced techniques employed in early laces as well as the invention of new techniques. More detailed information about the history of lace may be found in Levey's comprehensive book [8] and the web site of Halley [7] .
Perhaps the easiest way to understand bobbin lace is to look at how it is made.
Step 1) Prepare the threads. To manage many long threads without creating a tangled mess, each thread is wound around a stick referred to as a bobbin. A bobbin is approximately 10 cm in length and commonly made from wood but can be made from bone, ivory or similar materials. It has a flange or a recessed section designed to hold a length of thread and a handle weighted with either beads or a thicker section of wood (see Figure 1a ).
Step 2) Prepare the pattern. The lace is worked on top of a flat pillow filled with sand or sawdust (see Figure 1b) . As the threads are braided together, they are held in place by small brass pins pushed into the pillow (see Figure 1c) . The pins provide resistance so that the lacemaker can apply tension to the threads without distorting the pattern. To start a piece of lace, a pattern, such as the one shown in Figure 4a , is copied onto stiff material -originally this may have been vellum or birch bark but modern lace makers typically use coloured card stock. The black dots in the pattern represent the position of pins. Before starting to make the lace, all of these dots are pricked through to make small holes. The pattern is then pinned to the pillow.
Step 3) Hang on the bobbins. Threads are draped around pins at the top of the pattern. Often the first row of the pattern is very simple and anchors the threads.
Step 4) Braid and pin. The lacemaker braids the threads working with four consecutive threads at a time. It is important to note that the fours threads are treated as two pairs of threads: a left and a right pair. Braids are made using two very simple actions. The first action, known as a "cross", is performed by taking the rightmost thread from the left pair and crossing it over the leftmost thread of the right pair (see Figure 2 ). The second action, known as a "twist", is performed by crossing the rightmost thread of the left pair over the leftmost thread of the left pair and similarly crossing the rightmost thread of the right pair over the leftmost thread of the right pair. Occasionally, a variation of the twist is used: a "lefttwist" (in which only the left pair is twisted) or a "right-twist" (in which only the right pair is twisted). A braid can be made from any combination of these actions. For example, CTCTCT (cross, twist, cross, twist, cross, twist) produces a four stranded plait similar to the three stranded plait commonly used to braid hair. Similarly, CCT, TTT, TTCTT, T, C, or any combination of C and/or T are all valid braids. In the middle of a sequence of actions or after a sequence of actions, the lacemaker will insert a pin to hold the braid in place (see Figure 1 ). The exact sequence of actions and pinning used by the lacemaker depends on the pattern.
Step 5) Advance to next set. Once four threads have been braided and pinned, the lace maker moves on to braid another set of four consecutive threads. This new set of threads may include two threads from the previous set, as shown in Figure 3 , but it may also be formed from four completely new threads. Which four threads comprise the next set depends on the pattern.
Steps 4 and 5 are repeated until the lace pattern is completed. The threads are then secured (sometimes with a knot, sometimes by weaving them back into the lace) and trimmed off. Finally, the pins are removed and the lace may be lifted off the pillow.
Many aspects of the process depend on the pattern so we shall take a closer look and discuss how it is interpreted by the lacemaker. The pattern (e.g., see Figure 4a ) is always in the form of a diagram but the information it contains can vary quite a bit. The position of a pin is indicated by a dot. If a thicker thread, known as a gimp, is used to outline a region, the path of this thread is marked (e.g., Figure  4a contains one gimp drawn as a thicker grey line). In some patterns, lines are drawn in areas where the thread paths are complicated or ambiguous. In these cases, a single line is used to represent a pair of threads. Most patterns are accompanied by additional instructions in the form of text or a working diagram. The text often refers to a known 'ground' pattern. A ground is a small pattern that can be repeated by periodic tiling to fill a closed region. Lace from a specific geographical area is often characterized by the use of specific set of grounds well known to those regional lacemakers. A ground has specific instructions for the actions performed at each pair crossing, the placement of pins and the order in which pairs are combined. Many grounds have been catalogued [2, 9, 15] and commonly used grounds are described in most lace reference books.
A working diagram is a line drawing that displays how a sub-section of the lace is worked. Working diagrams may depict individual threads (Figure 4c ) or pairs of threads ( Figure 4b ). In working diagrams, cross and twist action combinations are often indicated by colouring the lines (using the International Colour Coding System [16] ) or decorating the lines with hatch marks.
Previous Applications of Mathematics to Bobbin Lace
Mathematical modelling of fibre arts is still a fairly new area of research, with most of the focus on weaving and knitting [4, 6] . We will look at some of this research and how it relates to hand made bobbin lace.
Topology of Textiles
Grishanov, Meshkov and Omelchenko have examined the structure of machine made textiles using knot theory [4] . Textiles are typically made by repeating an arrangement of fibers in a periodic manner to cover an indefinitely large area. The arrangement of fibers can be represented as a period parallelogram which is translated in two non-parallel directions to create an edge-to-edge tiling of the plane [6] . The tiling can also be represented by joining opposite edges of the period parallelogram so that they curve around to form a torus as shown in Figure 5 . Periodic repetition in textiles is a stronger property than just simple translation of a decoration: fibers that terminate at the edges of the parallelogram must connect with fibers along the edges of adjacent copies. When wrapped around a torus, the strands connect, forming a knot or a link as shown in Figure 6 . Grishanov et al. have used knot theory polynomial techniques to identify textiles with distinct topologies [13] .
The topology of bobbin lace has a direct relationship with braid theory. With some minor exceptions 1 , bobbin lace grounds are themselves braids, and more specifically, alternating braids. A strand in a braid is defined as a curve in 3D space extending between two parallel planes such that any plane parallel to the start and end planes intersects the curve at exactly one point -a property commonly referred to as being monotonic. A braid is made up of n strands with common starting and ending planes such that the strands do not intersect one another. When viewed from the side, the 2D projection looks like curves running between two horizontal lines. Where two curves cross, one strand is drawn as going over the other strand (see Figure 7 ).
In the 2D projection, threads are labelled 1 to n from left to right. Using standard braid notation, σ i for i ∈ N represents a thread starting at position i (as indicated by the subscript of the generator σ) crossing over its neighbour to the right (indicated by absence of a superscript) [1] . Similarly, σ
represents a thread at position i crossing under its neighbour to the right (indicated by the negative superscript of the generator, also known as the inverse generator). Each time an action is performed, the threads are relabelled from left to right based on their current horizontal position. As threads cross over or under their neighbours they will change position and also their label.
We will use this standard notation to represent the basic cross and the twist actions of bobbin lace. As mentioned in the introduction, bobbin lace actions are performed on four threads or two pairs of threads at a time. If we label the pairs from left to right, the two pairs in positions i and i + 1 correspond to the four threads in positions 2i, 2i + 1, 2i + 2 and 2i + 3. The cross action is represented by σ 2i+1 and the twist action is represented by σ
2i+2 . From this generalized description, we see that σ x will only occur for odd values of x and σ −1
x will only occur for even values of x. An alternating braid is a braid in which each thread alternates going over and under the threads that it crosses (see Figure 7c and d). Alternating braids are characterized by the property that the σ generators for even positions have the opposite sign (superscript) from the σ generators for odd positions [10] . Given the generator representation for bobbin lace actions, we see that all combinations of cross and twist will result in an alternating braid.
Combinations of Actions
Modern lacemakers have been discovering new patterns by exploring variations on traditional lace grounds. One common approach is to take the pair traversal pattern from a traditional ground and look at all possible combinations of actions that can be performed when two pairs meet. This combinatorial approach 6 has been applied extensively for Rose ground [9, 14] (see Figure 4c for an example of Rose ground). A Dutch lacemaker has developed a web-based tool for visualizing millions of Rose ground variations 2 . Another common approach is to take a traditional ground and move the position of the pins thereby changing the shape of the holes.
Mathematical model for pair traversal in grounds
Consider four consecutive threads labelled a, b, c, d. An interaction is a sequence of actions on four threads. An interaction begins when b first crosses over c and ends when any of the four threads crosses over or under a thread x where x / ∈ {a, b, c, d}. The Torchon ground, shown in Figure 8a , will be used to illustrate. The image on the left shows a diagram of the ground in which each line represents a thread and an oval is drawn around an interaction. In the middle drawing, the distance between the interactions is exaggerated to emphasise the movement of pairs of threads from one action sequence to the next. On the right, each interaction is reduced to a dot -a vertex in the directed graph. A pair of threads moving between two action sequences is represented by a single line with an arrow indicating the direction of movement -an arc in the directed graph. The resulting graph bears a resemblance to the pair working diagram shown in Figure 4b . A bobbin lace ground can be represented as the pair (G ∞ , ζ). The first element, G ∞ = (V, A), is an indefinitely large, plane, directed graph which we shall call the ground graph. The vertex set V consists of all interactions and an arc (u, v) ∈ A is a pair of thread segments travelling from interaction u to interaction v. For Torchon ground, a representative subset of G ∞ is shown on the far right of Figure  8a . The second element, ζ, is a function from vertices to action sequences i.e., ζ : V → {C, T, p} * . The action sequence for all Torchon ground interactions is cross, twist, pin, cross, twist which is expressed as
Figure 8b shows another lace ground called 's Gravenmoer. This second example has the same ground graph as Torchon but a different sequence of actions is performed at each interaction which results in a significant difference in appearance.
In this paper, we will focus on the motion of pairs of threads represented by G ∞ . We will refer to the path taken by a pair of threads as a pair traversal path. It is important to note that a pair traversal path is a virtual concept. As it moves from vertex to vertex, the path will be composed of different threads. When pairs of threads meet, the actions performed may change the horizontal ordering of threads and consequently two threads that arrive together will not necessarily leave together. The assignment of threads to a pair is therefore a virtual association.
In order to produce workable lace, the directed graph and its embedding must possess the following five properties:
1. 2-Regular: Two pairs of threads enter an interaction and two pairs leave making G ∞ a simple directed graph of in-degree 2 and out-degree 2; such graphs are known as a 2-regular digraphs.
2. Periodic: All known bobbin lace grounds are periodic tilings of the plane which, according to tiling theory, can be represented by a period parallelogram [5] . The period parallelogram of a bobbin lace ground can be modelled by a toroidal embedding of a directed graph
The vertices V τ ⊂ V are the interactions within the bounds of the period parallelogram. The set of arcs A τ is the union of A I and A E where A I ⊂ A is the set of arcs connecting vertices in V τ and A E ⊂ A is the set of arcs connecting vertices in V τ to vertices in V \V τ . The end points of A E in V \V τ are mapped by translational symmetry to congruent interactions in V τ . Another way of describing the relationship between the planar and toroidal embeddings is to say that G ∞ is a universal cover of G τ . 
Connected:
To ensure that threads in the lace hang together, the undirected graph, obtained from G ∞ by ignoring the direction of the arcs, must be connected. Equivalently, the undirected version of G τ must be connected and must include meridional and longitudinal non-contractible cycles (see Figure 5 ). The latter property is true if the toroidal embedding of G τ has a genus of one [3] . 4. Monotonic: As mentioned in Section 2.1, a mathematical braid is strictly monotonic. From a topological perspective, bobbin lace grounds are braids and if stretched by a sufficient amount the condition of strict monotonicity will be met. In actual practice however, while there is a preferred downward direction, threads may also travel horizontally and even upward for short distances. Despite these deviations, the strict braid condition that all crossings must occur in the forward direction still holds. In terms of the graph representation, monotonicity means that G ∞ must be acyclic and G τ must be free of contractible directed cycles.
5. Conserved: For many reasons, including efficiency of working, a tidy appearance and the strength of the fabric, it is preferred that the threads in the lace ground are continuous; loose ends, caused by cutting threads or adding new ones, are undesirable 3 . For our model, this means that once started, a rectangular patch of width w can be made of any length without the addition or removal of threads (assuming that sufficient thread has been wound around the bobbins). We refer to this ability to extend the pattern indefinitely in the direction of monotonicity using a fixed set of threads as the conservation of threads. If we draw a vertical line on the pattern (that is, a line in the direction of monotonicity) then, in order for the threads to be conserved, the number of threads crossing the line from left to right must equal the number of threads crossing in the opposite direction. We will formalize and prove this statement in Section 3.1.
Conservation Theorem
In order to state and prove the theorem of thread conservation, we shall first prove two auxiliary lemmas on which the proof of our theorem depends.
To start, we shall define some terminology used in the following discussion: A directed cycle is a directed path that starts and ends at the same vertex and each vertex in the path, except for the first and last, appears in the directed cycle only once. A directed cycle is contractible if cutting along the cycle in the direction of the arcs results in a topological disk. A directed circuit is a directed path that starts and ends at the same vertex and each arc in the path is unique. In contrast to a directed cycle, a vertex in a directed circuit may be visited more than once. Arcs in a 2-regular digraph can be arranged in one of two possible clockwise ways around a vertex: either rotationally alternating in which arcs alternate between incoming and outgoing directions or rotationally consecutive with arcs in the order incoming, incoming, outgoing, outgoing (see Figures 11a & 11b) . We shall refer to a vertex, with reference to its arc arrangement, as a rotationally alternating vertex or a rotationally consecutive vertex. A transverse crossing occurs when one path lies across another path in an embedding as illustrated in Figure 13a . In contrast, a non-transverse crossing occurs when two paths meet but continue without overlapping (Figure 13b ). Lemma 3.0 Let T be a 2-regular digraph with n vertices embedded on a surface of genus g. If T is to be free of contractible directed cycles, then it must have at least 2 − 2g + n rotationally consecutive vertices.
Proof Consider a face F of T . For all placements of vertex a with a rotationally alternating arc configuration, the arcs incident to F at a enter and exit with the same orientation. If every vertex in the boundary of F has a rotationally alternating arc configuration, then the boundary is a contractible directed cycle. Therefore we may assume that F has at least one vertex c with a rotationally consecutive arc configuration; further, we may assume that the arcs incident on F at c are either both incoming or both outgoing.
We shall call this a blocking configuration because it blocks the existence of a cycle. Each vertex with a rotationally consecutive arc configuration has two blocking placements with respect to a face and can therefore block exactly two faces. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the arcs incident on F at c are both outgoing. Since an outgoing arc at c is an incoming arc at the next vertex in the boundary of F , it follows that the two outgoing arcs at c must be balanced by two incoming arcs incident on F at a vertex d somewhere along the boundary of F (see Figure 11c) . Therefore, the boundary of F must include at least two vertices with a rotationally consecutive arc configuration. We can conclude that the number of rotationally consecutive vertices must be greater than or equal to the number of faces. The graph T has n vertices with 2n arcs and therefore, following the Euler characteristic, it has 2 − 2g + n faces.
Note: While requiring a minimum number of vertices to have consecutive incoming arcs is a necessary condition to avoid contractible directed cycles (as proven above), it is not a sufficient condition.
By applying Lemma 3.0 to planar (g = 0) and toroidal (g = 1) embeddings, we derive the following corollary:
Corollary 0 A planar 2-regular digraph will always have a contractible directed cycle, in fact it will always have a contractible directed face. To be free of contractible directed cycles, the vertices of a toroidal 2-regular digraph must all be rotationally consecutive. Lemma 3.0 The arcs of a toroidal embedding of a 2-regular digraph T (V, A) with no contractible directed cycles can be partitioned into a set of directed circuits such that no two circuits cross transversely.
Proof Begin circuit C by selecting any arc (u, v) ∈ A. The next arc in C is the unique, rotationally consecutive outgoing arc (v, w) ∈ A. The existence and uniqueness of (v, w) is guaranteed by Corollary 0. The process is repeated using (v, w) until C returns to its first vertex u via arc (z, u) ∈ A where (z, u) is rotationally consecutive to (u, v). If C returns to its initial vertex u via the arc (z , u) which is not rotationally consecutive to (u, v), continue tracing the circuit until it returns to u a second time. The circuit C is guaranteed to complete because there are an equal number of incoming and outgoing arcs at each vertex and a finite number of vertices. Remove all arcs traversed by C from T . The resulting graph T still has an equal number of incoming and outgoing arcs and no change has been made to the rotational order of the arcs at each vertex so the process can be repeated until no arcs remain. The resulting set of circuits will not cross each other transversely because at each stage, the selected arc was consecutive to the previous arc. Figure 13c shows an example of the non-transversal partitioning of a graph embedding.
Theorem 3.1 A toroidal embedding of a 2-regular digraph T with no contractible directed cycles is thread conserving if and only if T , when cut in the direction of monotonicity, has the same number of arcs crossing the cut in one direction as in the opposite direction.
Proof By Lemma 3.0, the arcs of T can be partitioned into a set non-transverse directed circuits, each of which is non-contractible due to the definition of T . A non-contractible directed circuit that wraps longitudinally around the torus w-times before returning to its start position will cross a meridional circle at least w-times in the dominant direction of the circuit. The circuit may cross the meridional line more than w times but all additional crossings will occur in pairs, one in the dominant direction and one in the opposite direction. This crossing count property is an invariant property of the torus that does not depend on the position of the meridional circle. Since the circuits in the partition do not cross each other transversely, all circuits will wrap around the torus the same number of times (this applies in the longitudinal as well as the meridional direction). Without loss of generality, a circuit can be considered to represent the path followed by a pair of threads. A circuit that wraps longitudinally around the torus w times corresponds to a path that is displaced horizontally w times the width of the period parallelogram for each complete pass through the circuit. If a constant number of threads are used to cover a rectangle of fixed width and indeterminate length, then the horizontal displacement must be zero which corresponds to w = 0 longitudinal wraps. As a result, all crossings must occur in pairs, one in each direction across the meridional circle. 
Application of model
Now that we have a mathematical model, we shall apply it to the generation of some lace grounds. With the set of constraints we have outlined so far, a large range of solutions exist, more than we can tackle in one article. As a result, we will apply some additional restrictions to further define the problem. Unlike the constraints specified in Section 3 which were necessary to create a workable pattern, the following restrictions are strictly to reduce the scope.
We take our direction for this subset of lace grounds from a style of lace made on a "standard pricking". Bobbin lace is designed on a diagonal lattice. The angle of the lattice ranges between 45 and 60 degrees from vertical depending on the district where the lace was traditionally made. The points where lattice lines intersect (which we will refer to as lattice points) serve as a general guide for where pins can be placed. As mentioned in the introduction, lace patterns indicate the position of each pin with a dot and these dots are "pricked" through before the pattern is worked. The resulting pattern is referred to as a "pricking". Usually the pricking is specific to a single lace pattern -this is the case for the pattern shown in Figure 4a . A "standard pricking" is a more general pattern with a pin hole at every lattice point. As a result it can be used to make a wide variety of patterns and even free form designs. The free form style is found primarily in northern and eastern Europe and its origins have been attributed to the Pettersson family living in southern Sweden in the early 1800's [11] . We will focus on lace grounds that can be constructed on a standard pricking. On a standard pricking, pairs can cross at any lattice point. Not all lattice points must be used, some pin holes may be skipped. Pairs of threads can also cross in between lattice points. For our present analysis we will restrict intermediate crossings to the mid-point between lattice points. The lattice points and midpoints are shown on the left side of Figure 14 . By limiting pair crossings to lattic points and midpoints, incoming and outgoing arcs are restricted to the 16 directions shown on the right side of Figure 14 .
Because a pin can be placed at a lattice point, the crossing is anchored and pairs may freely change direction at the crossing. This results in 353 potential configurations at each lattice point as shown in Figure 15 . For midpoints no pin hole exists in a standard pricking so pairs are restricted in the direction they can take -they can continue on in the same direction or the two pairs must balance each other under equal horizontal forces. This results in 57 possible configurations for each midpoint. We wish to identify isomorphically unique patterns under the transformations of translation, horizontal or vertical reflection and 180
• rotation. To do this we will use a lexicographic ordering, similar to the ordering used for words in a dictionary. First a set of symbols must be defined and the order within that set must be specified. We can then compare strings of symbols and sort them based on their order and length. In our case, the set of symbols is {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} where a positive number corresponds to an incoming arc, a negative number corresponds to an outgoing arc and 0 corresponds to no arc. The absolute value of the symbol corresponds to the number of columns spanned by the arc. The order used is −2 < −1 < 1 < 2 < 0. Each vertex in the traversal pattern is assigned a label of the form a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 where a i ∈ −2, −1, 0, 1, 2. An example is shown in Figure 14 . Here the label (0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, −1, −1) indicates that the vertex is connected by incoming arcs in directions a 1 and a 4 and by outgoing arcs in directions a 6 and a 7 . The incoming arc from direction a 4 spans two columns while the remaining arcs each span one column. To eliminate lace grounds that are equivalent by translation, each internal vertex must be lexicographically greater than the top left vertex of the pattern. A similar approach is used to eliminate duplicates under other transformations. Note: In the case of vertical reflections and 180 degree rotations, the direction of each arc is flipped (incoming becomes outgoing and vice versa).
The set of restrictions we have outlined here describe only a subset of lace grounds that can be designed on a standard pricking. It is possible for pairs to cross at locations other than the midpoint of the lattice. Figure 16 shows examples of other classes involving additional crossings. These could be explored by defining a different set of constraints. 
Algorithm for Generation and Enumeration
Ramanath and Walsh used a backtracking algorithm to enumerate 2-regular directed graphs [12] and we have applied the same approach to lace grounds. In backtracking, a tree is created in which internal nodes represent partial solutions and leaves represent complete solutions. Each child node extends the partial solution of its parent by adding one additional move or action. As each node is added to the tree, the partial solution is evaluated to determine if it can be completed successfully. If a partial solution can not be completed, the associated branch is terminated, a condition commonly referred to as early branch termination. Backtracking is a modest improvement over the brute force approach of evaluating all possible combinations. The key to improving performance is to keep the tree as small as possible by minimizing the number and length of the branches. This can be done through the choice of good early termination conditions and the right set of configurations to consider at each branching point.
In our application, internal nodes of the backtracking tree contain the directed graph of a partial pair traversal. At each child node a pair of outgoing arcs is added to the solution. Early branch termination tests check that the graph is planar, 2-regular, acyclic, and isomorphically unique. When a graph is successfully completed, it is further tested for conservation of pairs and connectedness.
We represent the directed graph G as a 2 dimensional array of vertex elements. The array corresponds to a rectangular n × m grid representing the base unit of the ground with each cell representing alternately a lattice point or a midpoint. Each vertex element v maintains a set of incoming and outgoing arcs. G is initialised with a v in each cell. Initially, the set of arcs for each v is empty. The process starts by calling back with an initialised G, a set of all outgoing arc pair configurations and index 0. When the algorithm produces a complete solution, it may contain some vertices with an empty set of arcs. These vertices correspond to unused pin holes in the standard pricking and can be ignored.
Results
The results of enumerating the subset of standard pricking lace grounds are shown in Table 1 . The number of complete solutions is relatively small in comparison to the number of potential configurations evaluated. In fact, the table represents an upper bound on the count because it includes duplicate results (for example, the 1×1 pattern appears in all n×m patterns and the 1×2 patterns appears for all patterns with an even number of columns) as well as composite patterns (some of the 4 × 4 patterns can be broken down into two 2 × 2 patterns). The set of prime patterns is smaller than the numbers reported here. An Figure 17 : Two "Standard" lace grounds discovered using algorithm. As far as the authors are aware, these patterns have not been previously documented.
even number of rows and columns produces a significantly larger number of patterns than combinations with either an odd number of rows or an odd number of columns or both. With an even number of rows and columns, the base tile always begins on a lattice point. If either the row or the column count is odd, the first vertex of the base tile alternates between a lattice point and a midpoint which means that the constraints for a midpoint must be applied to all points in the ground. You will also notice that the table is not diagonally symmetrical. An increase in the number of columns produces a greater increase in the number of solutions than an increase in the number of rows. This can be attributed to the higher number of horizontal arc directions versus vertical arc directions (outgoing arc directions: ←, → versus ↓). The size of the base unit explored using this approach was limited by the performance of the algorithm. The 5 × 4 enumeration completed in 33.5 hours and created a tree with approximately 2 × 10 10 nodes.
Samples of the solutions in Table 1 have been worked using a variety of action sequences. Two of these are shown in Figure 17 . The sample on the top demonstrates four fold rotational symmetry and belongs to the orbifold wallpaper group 4 * 2. While most traditional lace grounds exhibit some form of reflection symmetry, rotational symmetry is quite uncommon.
We were curious what would happen if pinning was allowed at the midpoints of the lattice, a change that would increase the number of configurations for midpoints by a factor of 6. The results, shown in Figure 18 : Two lace grounds with pins permitted at lattice midpoints. As far as the authors are aware, these patterns have not been previously documented.
a wide diversity of results. While the standard patterns show a high degree of symmetry and simplicity, the extended patterns include many oddly shaped holes and asymmetric textures. A couple of examples have been worked and are shown in Figure 18 . In Figure 19 , we present a bookmark pattern based on traversal patterns identified by our algorithm. This bookmark demonstrates that the grounds can be used together to form a pattern.
The first part of our analysis showed that the model produces lace grounds which can be worked alone or in combination. In the second part, we will compare our results to traditional lace grounds. There are a number of excellent reference catalogues which document lace grounds found in a variety of traditional patterns [2, 9, 15] . When comparing our results with the empirical evidence, a number of questions need to be asked. "Are all the catalogued grounds represented in our results?" No. We have narrowed our scope to a small subset of the lace grounds. The catalogues contain many grounds with non-midpoint crossings. In particular, Viele Güte Gründe focuses primarily on complex designs and our scope overlaps with less than 10% of these grounds. "Have we found all of the standard pricking lace grounds with only midpoint crossings?" This is a challenging question to answer. The catalogues do not always provide pair traversal diagrams so this information must be derived from thread diagrams or pricking diagrams. To the best of our knowledge, we have captured all of the catalogued lace grounds within our scope. "Did we discover any grounds that are not in the catalogues?" We have encountered quite a few that do not appear to be documented. We can look at the shear number of catalogued lace grounds (shown in Table Source Number of Lace Grounds The Book of Bobbin Lace Stitches [2] 262 Gründe mit System [15] 449 Viele Güte Gründe [9] 344 Standard Pricking ∼ 600× (action combinations) Standard Pricking with Midpoint crossings ∼ 100, 000× (action combinations) 3) while bearing the following points in mind: 1) There is quite a bit of overlap between the sources. 2) They include many grounds that are beyond the scope of our investigation. 3) Many of the grounds share the same traversal pattern but differ in the actions used at each crossing. Based on the numerical results alone, we feel confident that we have identified several new patterns for standard prickings and a large number of new patterns when pins are permitted at midpoints. And our final question, "Are the new patterns interesting?" We have shared many of the patterns with lace makers on the user forum of the International Organization of Lace 4 and through our web site 5 . Lacemakers from the Czech Republic and Belgium have made small test designs using our results and some of the patterns are being included in a lace design software tool 6 . We have received feedback that the asymmetric textures feel very organic and provide an interesting direction for modern designs.
Future Work
This article has presented one small aspect of bobbin lace design; the potential for future work is quite large. The lace grounds we have generated include many composite patterns. To get a better understanding of the fundamental building blocks, we need to develop a method for identifying prime patterns. Primality is a major focus of braid and knot theory, some of whose techniques may be transferable to pair traversal patterns. The backtracking approach is only suitable for evaluating small patterns because of the exponential nature of the problem space. To expand the range of sizes we can explore, improvements to the early termination tests of the algorithm should be investigated as well as tighter constraints on the scope. For example, we could focus on a certain type of symmetry within the period parallelogram. The emphasis on symmetry relationships beyond simple translation will also be interesting from an aesthetic and design perspective. Finally, as mentioned in Section 4, there are many other allowed pair crossing points that should be considered and evaluated; this would be interesting even for small period parallelograms. 
